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Stock Image John P. Schaefer is an active photographer and author of The Basic Techniques of Photography, Book 2. In 1975, as president of the University of Arizona, he was instrumental in establishing the Center for Creative Photography, which houses the archives of Ansel Adams, Edward Weston and many other outstanding
photographers. Schaefer was a student, associate and close friend of Ansel Adams and is currently president of the Research Corporation and administrator of the Ansel Adams Publishing Rights Trust. John P. Schaefer is the author of Ansel Adams's Guide to: Basic Photography Techniques (L, B, 1992), which is now in its sixth print
with more than 70,000 copies sold to date, and annual sales of more than 7,000 copies. In 1975, as president of the University of Arizona, Schaefer was instrumental in founding the Center for Creative Photography, which houses the Archives of Ansel Adams. Schaefer is president of the Research Corporation and administrator of the
Ansel Adams Publishing Rights Trust. Viewed 1-30 Start your review of the Ansel Adams Guide: Basic Techniques of Photography, Book 1 (Ansel Adams Guide to Basic Techniques of Photography, #1) This is a reference guide that examines the workings of the film camera from start to finish and the techniques needed to use it. Basics
such as f-stop, shutter speed and image framing apply to any camera, film or digital and should be thoroughly understood by any photographer. Author John P. Schaefer uses the words and photographs of Ansel Adams as well as Adams' approach to teaching to guide readers through the basics of camera operation to the more
sophisticated tasks involved in properly This is a reference guide that explores the workings of the film camera from start to finish and the techniques needed to use it. Basics such as f-stop, shutter speed and image framing apply to any camera, film or digital and should be thoroughly understood by any photographer. Author John P.
Schaefer uses the words and photographs of Ansel Adams as well as Adams' approach to teaching to guide readers through the basics of camera operation on more sophisticated tasks involved in properly (manually) revealing photos and developing both black and white and color negatives. One of Adams's quotes should be particularly
heard by digital photographers: One is captivated by fast viewing and traffic and a very dubious propensity for many images in the hope that some will be good. The sequence of expositions is always better than the others, but that doesn't mean it's a great photo! I have witnessed the tendency of digital photographers to take many bad
photos because it only costs them to shutter the life of the camera; photographers of all types would benefit from a slowdown to absorb Ansel Adams' theories. Schaefer takes the reader step-by-step through the teaching process as determined by Adams. This is hardly a beginner's manual, but it explains the basics techniques and
equipment before running into entire chapters, such as Determining Movie Exposure, Negative Development, Making a Fine Print, or Color Film Development and Printing. Adams' photographs and quotes are used advantageously throughout the book to illustrate the information and advice presented. While I would like to read more about
platinum, palladium, and silver gelatin printing, I found this book to be a very comprehensive beginner's manual. Regardless of the fact that I am currently photographing the business using a Nikon digital device, and perhaps because I have found this book to be very informative. I made black and white prints from old family photos led by
my husband and boyfriend many years ago, and now what we did makes sense. Even if you are a strictly digital photographer, the chapter Visualization: The Art of Seeing Photography is recommended. This book is a relevant material for a digital photographer, but a gold mine for anyone who wants to work in black-and-white film and
printing. ... more I'm always on the hunt for well written and informative books on ins-and outs of movie photography, and when I saw this one in a used bookstore I had to snap it up, and glad I did! It's like the title means Basic Photography Techniques using Ansel Adams as examples of through-out books. There is quite a bit of
information here, and for an amature camera buff this book won't disappoint. It starts with the device used for film photography and stretches all the way to the gift I'm always on the hunt for well written and informative books on ins-and outs of movie photography, and when I saw this at a used bookstore I had to snap it up, and glad I did!
It's like the title means Basic Photography Techniques using Ansel Adams as examples of through-out books. There is quite a bit of information here, and for an amature camera buff this book won't disappoint. It starts with the device used for film photography and stretches all the way to the techniques of darkroom, printing in black and
color. A bit expensive if you bought a new one, but if you can find a good used copy or in your library, go for it. ... more December 15, 2010 Arvin rated it was ok Note! Despite the name... author is not Ansel Adams ... it contains excerpts from Ansel Adam's Creation of 40 Photographers in It though. It is vaguely useful to see how things
have been done in the past... but 80% of the book is dedicated to film photography (types of film, exposure, development, printing), which does not apply to digital photographers. Zone System is super cool and excellent... but it is mainly again based on the movie (you can expose it to shadows before being blocked into a full b note!
Despite the name... author is not Ansel Adams ... it contains excerpts from Ansel Adam's Creation of 40 Photographers in It though. It is vaguely useful to see how things have been done in the past... but 80% is dedicated to film photography (types of films, exposure, development, printing), which does not apply to digital photographers.
Zone System is super cool and excellent... but it is primarily again based on the movie (you expose to prevent blocking shadows into full black ... then select the development process to preserve the highlight details). ... more December 09, 2007 Nathan added · reviewing another edition I really enjoyed reading this book, although I fats
some of it because it wasn't relevant to digital photography. It contained a lot of quotes from Ansel Adams and lots of pictures with discussions about why and how the photo was taken. Ibrahim liked it November 19, 2015 Shelley rated it was amazing December 04, 2007 Natalie rated it was amazing March 12, 2019 Andres Meza rated it
really liked October 15, 2015 Sam Jackson rated it was amazing November 27, 2012 Rene Ruiz rated it was amazing Jan 23, 2017 Joseph Adams rated it really liked Mar 07, 2016 Hugh Mason rated it, that it was amazing August 12, 2018 Scott Swires rated it amazing Jan 01, 2014 Alisha rated it liked October 18, 2014 Terrasapiens
rated it really. I liked 1 September 01, 2014 Lyndel Yeo rated it was amazing May 12, 2016 Riley rated it liked 27 September, 2015 orez reader rated it was amazing October 01 , 2019 Joseph rated it really liked February 25, 2019 Aows rated it really liked August 22th, 2020 Terry rated it was amazing November 05, 2011 Peter W. rated it
was amazing Jan 26, 2015 Home/Books/Photography/Basic Photography Techniques: Ansel Adams Guide £35.00 1 in stock This photography guide is aimed at a budding photographer and is based on Ansel Adams' theories about techniques for visualizing and creating photos. Using an extensive repository of Adams' writings - including
his advanced series consisting of The Camera, The Negative and The Print - the author offers Adams' views on the artistic, practical and technical aspects of photography and shows how to apply them in the field and in the darkroom. This book illustrates examples of Adams' own work, as well as other well-known photographers.
Numerous demonstration photographs and technical drawings help explain the concepts, techniques and concepts of photography. The procedures for the development of film and printing are presented in a detailed format. Chapters on camera systems, lenses and accessories, film, visualization, light and exposure, negative development



and printing, film printing and colour photography are included. £40.00 Add to Cart Sold Read More £50.00 Add to Cart ←Preeachable 1 2 3... 7 Next→ visit the help section or contact us
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